Namo Amida Bu
Venue- Online (zoom) & offline Sangha local activities

CHANGED WORLD - GLOBAL SANGHA
The Amida Bodhi Retreat 8-13 December 2020
All times given are Rome time. Most talks will mostly be followed by break-out room
discussions &/or question & answer sessions. Further up-dates to the detail of the
programme may follow up to and during the retreat. There are further details of starred
(*) items below after the schedule.

TUESDAY 8th: BODHI DAY

11.00 Words of Welcome & Introduction

Geeta Chari

UK

11.15 Gathering for sharing

Dharmavidya

France

14.00 Dharma talk “Changed World,

Dharmavidya

France

Global Sangha” *
16.00 Start of chanting through the night *
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WEDNESDAY 9th

O6.00

End of overnight chanting

10.00

“Peacemaking”

Iris Dotan
Jimena Balli

Israel
Tasmania

11.15

Input from Australia

Jimema, Rob. Gayre

Australia

12.15

Dharma Talk: “On being a Jewish
Buddhist - A Personal Journey”

Vimalashri

Israel

14.00

Ceremonies *
1/ Taking /Renewing Refure
2/ 10 Mahayana Precepts,
3/ Aspirancy

Vajrapala

Belgium

15.00

Café: “Coffee break” Groups - light
discussion

Dharmavidya

France

16.00

"Meditation around the world:
Some myths and facts” *

Miguel Farias

Portugal

17.15

Practice Period

18.00

Parallel gatherings of acharyas,
ordained, aspirants, mitras & others

19.30

Service

Sanghamitra

UK

21.00

“Reflection on Solitude” *

Maya Choi

Ecuador

22.00

Reflection on emerging themes *

Dharmavidya

France
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THURSDAY 10th
7.00

Reciting the Larger PL Sutra (Part 1) *

8.00

Service:

9.00

Input from India

Jnanamati

UK

Suvidya,
Priti Vaishnav

India

Jayata

UK

12.15 Practice - “Qi Gong for Vitality 1”

Angela Romani, Italy

Italy

13.15 Dharma Dialogues *

Dharmavidya

France

14.00 Ceremonies of admission *

Dayavati

Canada

15.00 Dharma Talk

Tineke Osterloh

Germany

16.30 Colloquium on

Dharmavidya,
Susthama,
Nati Menendez,
Iris Dotan

France
UK
Spain
Israel

Pundarika

Israel

James Schmeiser

Canada

10.30 Café: “Coffee break” Groups - light

discussion
11.30

“Faith through Illness”

to 1/ Shu, 2/ Mitra

Buddhist Psychology,
ITZI & IBAP *
18.00 Practice: “Heart to Heart - meditation

and chanting free of screens”
19.00 Parallel:

1/ Order meeting
2/ Shu & Guests
21.30 “The significance of dreams on the

journey to enlightenment” *
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FRIDAY 11th
7.00

Reciting the Larger PL Sutra (Part 2) *

Jnanamati

UK

8.00

Service

Dharmavidya

France

9.00

Altars & Ritual

Vajrapala
Gayre Christie

Belgium
Australia

10.00

Dharma Talk

Susthama

UK

Practice Period “Invoking Tai Shi Chih” Susthama

UK

11.30

Café: “Coffee break” Groups - light
discussion

11.30

Dharma Talk in Spanish
“Compasió n en tiempos difı́ciles”

Ganendra

Spain

12.15

Service

Khemashalini

UK

13.15

Practice - “Qi Gong for Vitality 2”

Angela Romani

Italy

14.00

Transmission/ renewal of Ordination
Precepts *

Susthama

UK

15.45

“Translating as a Spiritual Practice” *

Vajra, Tineke et al

Various

17.15

“How faith, trust, and the practice of
Amida Buddhism has helped me
through the ‘Traumatic Landscapes’ as
a therapist”

Yaya de Andrade

Canada

18.15

“Thoughts on Training a Global
Sangha”

Richard Ollier

UK

19.30

Reflection on Emerging Themes *

Dharmavidya

France

20.30

Dharma Talk

Ananda

Hawaii

21.45

Creative writing about faith and
practice”

Carol English

Canada
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SATURDAY 12th
8.00

Ordinations *

Susthama

UK

10.00

Coffee & Dharma

Kuvalaya

UK
(recently
Peru)

11.00

"Experience with Naikan"

Nita Kimiko

Japan

Naikan Practice

Nita Kimiko

Japan

12.30

Arts as Practice

14.00

Service

Andrew Nichols

UK

15.00

Personal experience

Priti Vaishnav

India

16.15
ish

Practice: Nei Quan & Chi Quan

Caroline Screen

UK

17.00

“My life as an Engaged Buddhist”

Iris Dotan

Israel

18.00

Reflection on emerging themes

Dharmavidya

France

19.30

Service

Dayavati

Canada

20.30

Dharma Talk

Shantikara

Hawaii
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SUNDAY 13th
9.00

Service

Ganendra

Spain

10.00

Dharma Talk + Q &A

Dharmavidya

France

11.00

Practice Period “Songs of Refuge” *

Vajrapala

Belgium

12.00

Café: “Coffee break” Groups - light
discussion

13.00

Investing a new Acharya Lotus Sangha Vow Ceremony *

Dharmavidya

14.00

Dharma Talk / Ceremonies

New teacher

15.00

Final Gathering

Dharmavidya

16.30

End
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DETAILS OF SOME OF THE PRESENTATIONS
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: “CHANGED WORLD ~ GLOBAL SANGHA
Reverend Master Dharmavidya (Dr. David Brazier)
14.00 Tuesday 8th December
The theme of the retreat juxtaposes the state of our world and that of our community. In
a bit over two decades, Amida Shu has grown from a core of four people in mis 1990s to
an international community. In that time many things have changed in the social.
political and economic world and even in the physical world of nature where a massive
ecological crisis threatens. Thus we must ask both how have these changes shaped our
community and also how can and does our community contribute to helping change to
happen in a benign manner. Beyond this we can consider the basic meaning of Global
Sangha as more than merely the designation of a community. Sangha implies responsible
fellowship and universal goodwill. This is the foundation of our spiritual life together. In
this and all future worlds we must have the faith that gives us the courage to transform the
karma of the past into benefit in the future. While each must walk the path alone in the
sense of taking individual responsibility, we all walk the path together in bringing the Pure
Land into this and all worlds..

OVERNIGHT CHANTING SESSION
16.00 Tuesday 8th to 06.00 Wednesday 9th December
Continuous prayer is a central feature of Pureland Buddhism, following the teaching of
Great Master Shan Dao in China and Great Master Honen in Japan. The most
important prayer in this system of practice is the nembutsu - the practice of bringing
Buddha to mind by called the Name. This practice is found in one form or another in all
branches of Buddhism, being the act of taking refuge. Taking refuge in Buddha,
Dharma and Sangha is what all schools of Buddhism have in common and so serves to
bring us closer to followers of the way everywhere. There are many forms of the refuge
prayer in different languages. For this extended period of chanting we shall use the form
NA MO A MI DA BU. This is specifically the invocation of Amitabha Buddha, the
Buddha of all acceptance, wisdom and love. In this way we establish the spirit of our
retreat.
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MEDITATION AROUND THE WORLD:
Some myths and facts
Miguel Farias
Meditation is supposed to help us become more compassionate, to heal various mental
health problems in adults and children, to work for the mind like going to the gym works
for the body, to very rarely have side effects, and to be a recipe for a happy life. In this
talk, I will unpack these beliefs, trace their development, and tease out what is fact from
fiction about the effects of meditation.

REFLECTION ON EMERGING THEMES
22.00 Wednesday 9th & 19.30 Friday 11th December
The December retreat has commonly proved to be a formative event influential upon the
on-going life of the sangha. These times for reflection will allow us to draw together and
note themes, new ideas and initiatives and the spirit of the sangha as it is emerging in the
course of the event

LARGER PURE LAND SUTRA RECITATION
Reverends Jnanamati & Dayamay
7.00 Rome Thursday 10th and Friday 11th December
The Larger Pure Land Sutra Recitation Practice is a traditional Amida Sangha practice
that has often been followed by those living in community, as part of a more monastic
training schedule. The practice can, of course, be undertaken by anybody with an interest
and can have great benefits.
The Larger Pure Land Sutra is considered the most important Pureland Buddhist text, the
means by which we hear the most, out of all Shakyamuni’s teachings, about Amida
Buddha. It follows the story of how Dharmakara, a well revered and prestigious ruler, in
an undisclosed time and place, encounters a Buddha and is inspired to make vows that
elevate him to ultimate Buddhahood, enabling ordinary beings to reach and find salvation
in him, despite their ignorance, transgressions and dark karma. This sutra is where we
hear the 48 great vows that Dharmakara took in order to manifest his Pure Land,
Sukhavati, The Land of Bliss.
The practice is performed in two sessions, as the Sutra is divided into two main parts. We
chant the words of the Sutra in synchrony and at a faster than usual pace, in order that the
meaning is more absorbed into the deeper levels of the mind rather than filtered by the
rational mind and therefore is inscribed into our hearts forever.
It usually takes about 30-40 minutes to complete half of the text and in this case, for the
purpose of the Bodhi Retreat event, we will be doing the 2 sections on two consecutive
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mornings, beginning and ending the practice with a few minutes silence. We will ask that
people keep their microphones muted so myself (Rev. Dayamay) and Rev. Jnanamati can
concentrate on staying in synch with each other, which can be challenging on the Zoom
platform. We think it is important to preserve the purity of this practice and, so, to
minimize discussion or interruptions, which can be kept for other occasions.
We look forward to seeing you there. Namo Amida Bu, Rev. Dayamay.

DHARMA DIALOGUES
Respondant: Reverend Master Dharmavidya
12.15 Thursday 10th December
An opportunity for a small number of participants to have brief one-to-one dialogue with
the head of the Order.

COLLOQIUM ON BUDDHIST PSYCHOLOGY, ITZI & IBAP
The IBAP Team
16.30 Thursday 10th December
Amida Shu has always had a keen interest in Buddhist psychology and its applications,
especially in the mental health field. ITZI was established to further study and practice
of Buddhist psychology. ITZI is the International Zen Therapy Institute (originally
Instituto Terapia Zen internationale). It is now a registered charity in UK. It is
concerned with all applications of Buddhist psychology. ITZI has three main divisions.
a/ Amida Academy delivers on line training courses
b/ ITZI Conference sponsors a biennial international conference and other related
events. ITZI Conference is a co-sponsor of this Bodhi Retreat
c/ IBAP is the institute for Buddhist Analysis and Psychotherapy and is the division of
ITZI concerned with Buddhist based psychotherapy and counselling practice and
supervision.
In the colloqium members of the IBAP group will give information on these activities and
discuss the application of Buddhist psychology to Global Sangha in a changed and
changing world.
QI GONG
Angela Romani
12.15 Thursday 10th December &
13.15 Friday 11th December
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The word is composed by QI that means energy, vital breath; and Gong that means work,
strength. So constant work generates and moves energy.
Qi Gong is a very ancient Chinese practice, probably thousands of years old. It's a
complete experience of the body, and it's beneficial in many ways: it opens the energy
channels, releases blocks and tensions, harmonizes the body and the mind, and balances
the elements. The movements are inspired by nature and connected with the breath.
Inhale and exhale! Stretch and relax! That is the work. Qi Gong is based on the idea "Yin
and Yang", so it is active and passive, but passive in a receiving way. We receive the
energy from the universe and return the energy into the universe.

REFLECTIONS ON SOLITUDE
Maya Choi
21.00 Thursday 10th December
I became a country girl in the Andean Mountains in Ecuador, practicing living in ‘true
freedom.’ My teachers are nature, my cats and my inner self. How the time flies;I have
lived in the same spot on my hilltop for so many years now. Oftentimes upon hearing my
experiences, which I think are ordinary, my friends say they inspire them. So it is my
hope that the stories I share with you may somehow benefit you and others too. In
particular, Some times I have done extended periods of retreat and it may be useful to you
to hear about this experience, what one may expect, what one may go through, and what I
learnt from it. I can also tell you about my ordionary-extraordinary life here and the
satisfactions and challenges it brings.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DREAMS
on the Journey to Enlightenment
James Schmeiser
21.30 Thursday 10th December
This presentation will focus on the significance of dreams and visions in the development
of major insights in all the great world religions. It will also raise the question as to why
many participants in these groups today ignore these same sources on their spiritual and
religious journey.

TRANSLATING AS A SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
Tineke Osterloh, Annette Tamuly, et al
16.00 Friday 11th December
Translating a Dharma text is a subtle and intense practice: on the one hand, it requires a
sensitive resonance with the words of the original text in order to intuitively grasp the
wisdom teachings behind them. On the other hand, one is then faced with the task of
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translating these subtle nuances into another language without reducing a text to its literal
translation... Annette Tamuly has translated several of David Brazier’s books into French.
We invited her to talk to us about her experiences as a translator. David Brazier will also
share with us his perspective as the author of the translated books and he is himself an
accomplished translator of Dharma texts. With this session we would also like to provide
a forum for all others who are translating either David's texts or other Dharma texts. We
would like to get in touch with each other and exchange experiences. All are welcome.
Ultimately, in every living Dharma there is a translation work that goes beyond the
written text.

TALK: ”How faith, trust, and the practice of Amida Buddhism has helped me
through the “Traumatic Landscapes” as a therapist"
Yaya de Andrade, Retired Psychologist

17.00 Friday 11th December
Although I had been a clinical psychologist for more than 40 years, the last half of this
time my practice was influenced by Amida Buddhism and I will share some thoughts
about my work. Dialogues in psychotherapy are about: symbols, language and
experiences. A model of care I use may reflect a Buddhist practice as its intent is to
become aware of reality (internally and externally), accept challenges and obstacles (as
the path), develop and enhance compassion, become engaged and fill our lives with
meaningful experiences. Therapists help people to realize that trust is essential to change
self -regulatory mechanisms and, as Buddhist masters teach us, suffering is impermanent.
Hope and faith are also relevant in attempts to fulfill our lives.

SONGS OF REFUGE
with Vajrapala
Taking refuge in Buddha, Dharma and Sangha is the most wonderful thing we can do in
our lives. A way to loosen the self - more and more - and offer oneself to the most
precious and universal essence of life : love, wisdom and compassion in the middle of
ordinary life. In Pureland we also take refuge in Amida and in the Pureland and as we are
a Practice School we express this all by reciting and chanting.
We are calling the most loving and wholesome presences in our lives, which gets deeply
impressed in our mind, when we chant and recite over and over again. This act of Refuge
will make ourselves available to them. By calling out to them, we open the door so they
can help us and through us, we can help others. A process of transformation begins, each
person who chants becomes a vehicle for Amida Buddha’s compassionate work in the
world. Leading us all to the Pureland of Amida Buddha.
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We will chant Songs of Refuge together in the form of a stone-passing where anyone who
has the stone can chant out loud, while others chant with them muted.
Vajra’s collection of chants:
https://eleusis.ning.com/group/global-sangha/page/chants-gathered-by-vajra
Amida Shu Nien Fo Book :
http://www.amidashu.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/NienFoBook-2018.pdf
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CEREMONIES
REFUGE CEREMONIES
Celebrant: Reverend Vajrapala
14.00 Wednesday 9th December
1/ Taking or Renewing Refuge
Taking refuge can be done as a formal act. This act constitutes entry into the Buddhist
community without necessarily implying membership of one particular school of
Buddhism. If you have taken refuge you are a Buddhist. You might go on to become a
member of a particular sangha in due course. The refuge formula used in Amida Shu is
to take refuge in Amida Buddha, Shakyamuni Buddha, the Dharma, the Sangha and the
Pure land. If you are inspired by the Buddha’s teachings, you may wish to take refuge. If
you have taken refuge before in any school of Buddhism and wish to reaffirm then you
can also join in this ceremony.
2/ The Ten Mahayana Precepts
Those who take refuge may if they wish choose also to take the ten precepts. These are
ten resolutions as follows:
i/ That I may not take life. May I not kill nor act in ways that encourage killing,
whether of people or other sentient beings
ii/ That I may not steal. May I not take what is not rightfully mine to receive.
iii/ That I may not covet. May I free my mind from harmful attachments to circumstances
and material things
iv/ That I may not say what is untrue. May I be sincere in whatever I utter.
v/ That I may not speak against others. Let me not be a cause for quarrels, but let me be a
peace-maker.
vi/ That I may not be proud of myself nor devalue others. May I cut off the destructive
vine of pride.
vii/ That I may not encourage nor profit from the use of intoxicants. May I help the clear
light of wisdom to shine unimpededly in all sentient beings.
viii/ That I may not be mean in giving either wealth or Dharma. May I, out of gratitude,
be generous to all.
ix/ The ninth resolution: That I may not harbour hatred. May I not betray the dignity of
the Dharma.
x/ That I may not defame the Three Treasures. May I not fall into wrong views.
3/ Aspirancy
It is probable that there will not be any new aspirants at this retreat as there was an
aspirancy ceremony in August past. Aspirancy is the fiorst step toward ordination in the
Amida Order. Aspirants take refuge and take the ten precepts. There is a selection
procedure. If you have a vocation to ordain in the Buddhist priesthood or ministry then
make your intention known to a senior member of the Order and you will be interviewed.
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CEREMONIES OF ADMISSION
Celebrant: Reverend Dayavati
14.00 Thursday 10th December
1/ Admission to the Amida Shu
The Amida Shu (or Amida School) is the community of those for whom recitation of the
nembutsu is a primary religious practice. Details of the constitution of Amida Shu are
given in the document Provisions for Structure, Continuity and Governance, an extract
from which is attached below. Admission to the Amida Shu is by invitation to persons
who are established nembutsu practitioners and who took refuge at least one year
previously.
2/ Admission as a lay member of the Amida Order (Mitra)
Non-ordained members of the Amida Order are termed mitras. Mitras do not conduct
ceremonies but may take on a wide range of responsibilities within the life of the Order.
Becoming a mitra is by invitation to person who qualify to enter Amida Shu and in
addition take on a responsible role in the Amida community.
The central act of the admission ceremonies is the taking of the fivefold refuge and the
conferring of a symbol of membership.
TRANMISSION or RENEWAL OF ORDINATION PRECEPTS
Celebrants: Reverend Teacher Susthama & Reverend Teacher Kaspalita
14.00 Friday 11th December

In the Amida Order there are two tracks of ordination, terms the Ministry track
and the Amitarya track. Those following the ministry track take 156 preceopts.
Those taking the Amitarya track take the 156 plus an additional 78.
These pre cepts are transmitted in a formal ceremony which generally takes place
on the day before the actual ordination ceremony. Ordained persons who wish to
reaffirm their precepts may also participate.
ORDINATIONS
Celebrants: Reverend Teacher Susthama & Reverend Teacher Kaspalita

08.00 Saturday 12th December
There are two stages to ordination. At first ordination on the ministray track the ordainee
becomes a gankonin, literally a “vow-linght-person” and an ordainee on the amitarya
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track becomes a novice. These first ordination roles generally last about three years, at
the end of which there is full ordination at which the gankonin becomes a minister and
the novice becomes an amitarya. It is also possible that persons change track during the
period between first and full ordination.

INVESTMENT OF A NEW ACHARYA: LOTUS SANGHA CEREMONY
Celebrant: Reverend Master Dharmavidya
13.00 Sunday 13th December
The constitution of Amida Shu prescribes as follows:
Chapter 4. Clause 6:
Amida Acharya Lotus Sangha(
a/ There shall be a sangha within the Shu designated as the Amida Acharya Lotus Sangha
[hereafter the 'Lotus Sangha'] made up of those recognised as acharyas in a suitable
ceremony by the Head of the Order.
b/ In the normal case, the following criteria shall apply:
(i)The candidate shall have been ordained more than ten years ago.
(ii)During and throughout the period of ordination the candidate has practised diligently
in the nembutsu way.
(iii)The candidate has, for more than two years, demonstrably fulfilled the role of being a
teacher of the Dharma.
(iv)Without departing from the spirit and meaning of the Dharma, the candidate shall
have shown skill and originality in his or her work of teaching and transmitting the
Dharma.
(v)The candidate has at least one disciple who shall themselves be a member of Amida
Shu. In the ceremony of advancement to acharya, the disciple shall be present and
acknowledge the candidate as teacher and him or herself as disciple.
c/ The head of the order, or his appointee, who must him or herself be a member of the
Lotus Sangha, shall transmit the five lotus vows to the candidate who shall affirm his or
her commitment to them.
The five vows are as follows:
(i)The White Lotus Vow: To meet with the Lotus Sangha in the Pure Land
(ii)The Green Lotus Vow: In the meantime, while this mortal life endures, to care for this
world
(iii)The Red Lotus Vow: To care for the spiritual wellbeing and progress of all sentient
beings generally and of each who seeks the Dharma specifically
(iv)The Blue Lotus Vow: To do everything one can to make oneself a fitting instrument
for this work
(v)The Gold Lotus Vow: To serve and make offerings to myriad Buddhas
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PRESENTERS
Rev. Ananda, Paul Normann, ordained minister OAB at Amida Hawaii Sangha. Executive
Director of a non-profit (NGO) for vulnerable families & homeless families. I live with my wife in
rural Hawaii.
Andrew Nichols, aspirant, trustee of a Theravada vihara, mental health charity worker,
representative on Birmingham Council of Faiths, meditation group leader. Birmingham, UK
Angela Romani, lives in Torino, Italy, teaches qi gong, Amida Shu member, co-ordinator of
Amida Italy.
Caroline Screen, lay member of and registrar to the Amida Order, trained with Amida Trust.
Counsellor. Also advocate and trainer at a local mental health charity. Malvern, UK
Rev. Dayamay, novice amitarya, Amida Mandala Temple, Malvern, UK
Rev. Dayavati, gankonin and assistant priest at Amida Mosaic, Ontario, Canada
Rev. Master Dharmavidya, head of the Amida Order, President of ITZI, author of many books
and articles, travels and lectures internationally, cbut urrently in semi-retreat in France.
Carol English, M.A. in psychology, training to be a therapist. She runs a retreat centre in
Lanark, Ontario, She’s been writing and doing art and photography for many years.
Rev. Ganendra, Oscar Martínez, gankonin, psychologist, psychotherapist and mindfulness
teacher. Lives in Vitoria, Spain, looking for the balance between religious life, work and family.
Gayre Christie, psychologist, Australia
Geeta Chari, jissha to head of the order, co-organiser of the retreat, London, UK
Dr. Iris Dotan Katz, clinical psychologist & supervisor, IBAP member, Zen & Pureland
practitioner, social activist and peace worker, connecting psychology and engaged Buddhism. Tel
Aviv, Israel
Professor James Schmeiser, lay member in the Amida Order, professor emeritus of Western
University in Canada. His interests include the significance of dreams in world religions and in
spirituality.
Rev. Jayata, "I have been an Order Member17 years but have a degenerative illness (parkinsons
disease). I know that I have received so much more than I have contributed and would like to talk
about how important my faith has been to me throughout my illness".
Dr. Jimena Balli, Tasmania, Australia
Rev. Jnanamati, amitarya, UK
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Dr. Juline Smit, mitra, medical doctor, Namibia
Rev. Khemashalini, Amida Mandala Temple, gankonin since Dec 2017, represents .Amida Shu
at the European Buddhist Union (EBU) . Mother to Shiro. Nurse specialist in the NHS. Lives in
Malvern UK
Rev. Kuvalaya, gankonin, recently completed social aid project work in Peru, now in UK
Maya Choi, lives in Ecuador and is the author of the book Ordinary Yet Extreordinary
Dr. Miguel Farias, Portuguese, experimental psychologist, co-author of The Buddha Pill: Can
Meditation Change You? He is currently editing, with David Brazier and Mansur Lalljee, The Oxford
Handbook of Meditation.
Natividad Menendez, Amida Shu member, psychotherapist, IBAP member, tutor for the
Amida Academy Buddhist psychology training programme in Spanish. Lives in Spain
Dr. Priti Vaishnav, jissha to Head of the Order, co-organiser of the retreat. Has devoted her life
to humanitarian development work across the globe in remote conflict zones for civilian
protection. Currently working in India for underprivileged children.
Reverend Prajñatara, minister leading Amida Ontario, psychotherapist, IBAP member, adjunct
professor at Western University, director of Amida Mosaic Psychotherapy, mother of four, lives in
Canada
Rev. Pundarika, Acharya, Dharma practice teacher in Tel Aviv, Israel Educational psychologist,
using dynamic sand play psychotherapy. Married to Vimalashri Yaakov Matri.
Dr. Richard Ollier, mitra, Vow 22 Training Course mentor. Post-doctoral researcher in the field
of Pureland Buddhism. member of Amida Birminghal, UK
Robert McCarthy, Amida Shu member, Australia
Rev. Sanghamitra, Minister, leader of Amida Birmingham, UK
Rev. Shantikara Franco Acquaro: ordained minister leading the Amida Hawaiʻi sangha; clinical
psychologist; lives with wife (Mitra Keli) and two teen children on Big Island, Hawaiʻi, USA.
Rev. Susthama, Deputy Head of the Amida Order and senior jissha to Reverend Master,
Acharya (Dharma Teacher), Psychotherapist. Community worker. Watford, UK.
Rev. Suvidya, minister & leader of Amida Delhi, India
Tineke Osterloh, Buddhist teacher (Theravada), photographer, author, translator and coach/
counsellor. She lives in Hamburg, Germany.
Rev. Vajrapala, gankonin, leader of Benelux Amda Sangha, Belgium
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Rev. Vimalashri Yaakov Matri, Acharya (Dharma Teacher), linical psychologist & supervisor,
married to Reverend Pundarika, Tel Aviv, Israel.
Dr. Yaya De Andrade, Brazilian/Canadian psychologist, living in Burlington, Ontario, retired
yet continuing to learn and practice daily kindness and mindfulness, and at times provide support
through the Canadian Red Cross.
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EXTRACT FROM THE CONSTITUTION OF AMIDA SHU:
PROVISIONS FOR STRUCTURE, CONTINUITY & GOVERNANCE
Chapter One: The Amida School: Doctrine & Mission
1/ The Amida Shu is a form of original Buddhism, affirming the trikaya
nature of Buddha,the bombu nature of the adherent and the primacy of
taking refuge, especially by reciting the nembutsu, among Buddhist
practices.
2/ The Amida Shu is a sangha, understood to be a communion of persons
practising faith in Amida, Buddha, Dharma, Sangha and Pure Land.
3/ The Amida Shu is led by the Amida Order. The Amida Order is a
fellowship of immediate and descendent disciples of its teacher, head and
founder.
4/ The Amida Order consists of members of Amida Shu who take
responsibility for the practical and spiritual affairs of the community, offer
spiritual example and leadership, and practise humility and co-operation,
under authority when appropriate, following the guiding power of all
Buddhas, and especially of Buddha Amida, the Buddha of all acceptance,
in whose vows we place our faith.
5/ In the Amida Shu there is to be no discrimination on the basis of sex,
race, age, sexualorientation or worldly status except as is necessary to
protect the young and vulnerable.
6/ The Amida Shu recognises the value of all Buddhist canonical texts and
commentaries,regards none as infallible, and gives special attention to the
Three Pure Land Sutras,together with the Lotus and Pratyutpanna
Samadhi Sutras.
7/ Ethics:
(a) The Amida Shu respects the Buddhistethical tradition and applies it to
society as well as to the individual. The social stance of Amida Shu is set
out in the document “Amida Shu:Social and Religious Manifesto”.
(b) Members of Amida Shu are encouraged to follow lifestyles compatible
with these ideals and aims. We hold to the vision of the Pure Land here
and hereafter.
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(c) Meat, alcohol, weapons and non-medical mind-altering drugs shall not
be allowed inpremises under the control of the Amida Shu, nor in any
meeting or event over whichAmida Shu has control or jurisdiction.
8/ The Amida Shu reveres Amida Buddha, Shakyamuni Buddha, Maitreya
Buddha and all Buddhas of wisdom and compassion together with Quan
Shi Yin, Tai Shi Chi and all the other great bodhisattva saviours and
exemplars.
9/ The Amida Shu honours all Buddhist sages and ancestors of all schools
and particularly reveres the sages Shan Tao and Honen, their teachers and
disciples.
10/ Mission: The mission of the Amida Shu is to foster Buddhist faith and
its application for the spiritual, social, psychological and practical benefit of
all sentient beings, individually and collectively, past, present and future,
here and hereafter.
11/ Within the Amida School there is established the Order of Amida
Buddha, also termed the Amida Order (herein, the Order) for short. All
members of the Order are members of the Shu. Where membership of the
Shu is a declaration of and commitment to faith and practice, membership
of the Order is a commitment, lifelong in intent, to mutual support of other
Order members through the vicissitudes of life that the Order may
collectively serve the Shu and its mission. Shu members are practitioners
and faith followers. Order members are Shu members who take
responsibility for organising and conducting the affairs of the Amida
community
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